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ABSTRACT Emotion Recognition is a challenging research area given its complex nature, and humans
express emotional cues across various modalities such as language, facial expressions, and speech. Repre-
sentation and fusion of features are the most crucial tasks in multimodal emotion recognition research. Self
Supervised Learning (SSL) has become a prominent and influential research direction in representation
learning, where researchers have access to pre-trained SSL models that represent different data modalities.
For the first time in the literature, we represent three input modalities of text, audio (speech), and vision with
features extracted from independently pre-trained SSL models in this paper. Given the high dimensional
nature of SSL features, we introduce a novel Transformers and Attention-based fusion mechanism that can
combine multimodal SSL features and achieve state-of-the-art results for the task of multimodal emotion
recognition. We benchmark and evaluate our work to show that our model is robust and outperforms the
state-of-the-art models on four datasets.

INDEX TERMS Multimodal emotion recognition, self-supervised learning, self-attention, transformer,
BERT.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multimodal human Emotion Recognition and Sentiment
Analysis is an important aspect of many applications, such as
customer service, health-care, and education [1]. Advances
in Deep Learning [2] (DL) have improved the multimodal
emotion recognition by a substantial margin [3], [4]. Two
primary research directions in multimodal emotion recog-
nition are (1) how to represent raw data modalities, and
(2) how to fuse such modalities before the prediction layer.
A good representation of data should capture emotional
cues that can generalize over different speakers, background
conditions, and semantic contents. A good fusion mech-
anism should be able to combine input modalities effec-
tively. When it comes to representing data modalities, earlier
approaches employed traditional emotion recognition fea-
tures, such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
features [5], facial muscle movement features [6] and glove
embeddings [7]. Rather than using low-level features, recent
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work has also explored the applicability of transfer learning
techniques [8]–[10] to extract features from pre-trained DL
models. Such work mainly focuses on extracting features
related to facial expressions [11] and speech signals [12] from
already trained DL networks based on supervised learning
methods. Most of the prior work uses both low-level features
and deep features (features extracted from pre-trained DL
models) [13], [14], rather than representing all modalities
with deep features.

In contrast to previous work, we represent all input modal-
ities (audio, video, and text) with deep features extracted
from pre-trained Self Supervised Learning (SSL) – a pow-
erful representation learning technique – models [15]–[17].
Although SSL features give powerful representations of the
input modalities, it is an extremely challenging task to fuse
them before the final prediction due to the following reasons:

1) High dimensionality of SSL embeddings
2) Longer sequence lengths of SSL features
3) Mismatch between sizes and sequence lengths of SSL

features across modalities that have extracted from dif-
ferent SSL models
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the Self Supervised Embedding Fusion Transformer (SSE-FT). The proposed fusion mechanism takes SSL embeddings from the
three modalities as the inputs. First, speech and video modalities are modified by prepending a unique CLS token, followed by a Self-Attention
Transformer. These CLS tokens for each modality can aggregate the information in the entire sequence (Refer to Section III-B). Then, the information
across modalities is extracted with six Inter-Modality-Attention (IMA) based Transformer blocks. Each IMA Transformer takes the CLS token from one
modality and the entire embedding sequence of other modality as the inputs. For example, the notation Speech → Text denotes that the CLS token
comes from the speech modality, while the other embedding sequence comes from the text modality. This can be recognized as attending from speech
to text. Each IMA Transformer outputs a CLS token enriched with embedding-level information gained from the other modality (Refer to Section III-C).
Hadamard product is applied to CLS token pairs that belong to the same modality to extract essential features before the concatenation layer (Refer to
Section III-D). Finally, the concatenated vectors go through a fully connected layer to produce the output probabilities.

Although a simple concatenation seems like a viable
option, additional trainable parameters required to fully
connect the high dimensional SSL embeddings make the
network prone to overfitting. Considering these prob-
lems, we propose a reliable and effective SSL fea-
ture fusion mechanism based on the core concepts of
Self-Attention [18] and Transformers [18]–[20]. We used
three publicly available pre-trained SSL models of
RoBERTa [19] to represent text, Wav2Vec [17] to rep-
resent speech and FAb-net [16] to represent facial
expressions.

We introduce our novel fusion mechanism as Self Super-
vised Embedding Fusion Transformer (SSE-FT). As depicted
in Figure 1, our framework mainly consists of two Self
Attention-based Transformers and six Inter-modality Atten-
tion (IMA) based Transformers blocks (refer to Section III).
First, two Self Attention-based Transformers modify the
speech and video SSL embeddings. This modification step
adds a special token named CLS to both speech and video
sequences that can aggregate the information embedded in the
entire sequence. We did not modify the text SSL embedding
sequence since they get extracted from the Transformer based
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model where the embedding sequence already contains aCLS
token. Then, all three SSL embedding sequences pass through
six IMA based Transformers that enrich each modality’s
sequence representation with useful information from other
modality. In this step, we specifically use CLS tokens related
to each modality. Finally, we introduce a Hadamard product
based computation to compute the most important feature in
each modality. In summary, our main contributions are as
follows1:
• Use of tri-modal SSL features extracted from three inde-
pendently pre-trained SSL architectures in multimodal
emotion recognition.

• Introduction of a novel Transformers based fusionmech-
anism that fuses SSL features having arbitrary embed-
dings, sizes, and sequence lengths.

• Evaluation and comparison of robustness and general-
izability of our model on four publicly available multi-
modal datasets.

• Conduct a series of ablation studies to understand the
effect of each major component in the architecture.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we cover background and closely related work
to our research. First, we give a brief introduction to feature
extraction mechanisms used in multimodal emotion recogni-
tion. Then, we summarize the theory of SSL and explain the
three pre-trained SSL models used in this research. Finally,
we highlight closely related work on multimodal fusion.

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION MECHANISMS
In multimodal emotion recognition settings, most of the
prior work [11] use a mix of low-level and deep features.
This section gives an overview of different feature extraction
mechanisms used in prior work.

1) LOW-LEVEL FEATURE EXTRACTION MECHANISMS
Usually, multimodal emotion recognition algorithms con-
sist of a feature extraction mechanism and fusion meth-
ods [21]. Previouswork have discussed several feature extrac-
tion mechanisms for commonly used data modalities, such as
audio, video, and text. MFCC [22] and COVAREP [5] can be
identified as typical speech feature extraction mechanisms.
Word-to-Vector methods such as Skip-gram and Glove [7]
are usual examples for text features. There are direct tools
like FACET [23] for facial feature extraction to understand
emotions.

2) DEEP FEATURE EXTRACTION MECHANISMS
Features extracted from pre-trained DL models are known as
deep features. Usually, such DL models first get trained with
one or more large supervised datasets. The previous work [9]
have used pre-trained facial recognition networks to extract
facial features. Previous work has also [24], [25] used the

1Pytorch implementation available at https://github.com/shamanez/
Self-Supervised-Embedding-Fusion-Transformer

pre-trained speech to text models to extract speech features
for the sentiment analysis task. Such work highlights that
the deep features extracted from input modalities performed
better compared to low-level features.

B. MULTIMODAL FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM
PRE-TRAINED-SSL ALGORITHMS
Features extracted from pre-trained SSL models are known
as Self Supervised Embeddings (SSE). SSL has become a
prominent representation learning paradigm in both Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Computer Vision (CV) com-
munities [15], [20], [26]. SSL algorithms have two stages.
The first stage is known as pre-training, while the second
stage uses pre-trained SSL models to extract features for
downstream tasks. The pre-training stage utilizes a given
set of pretext tasks and a large number of unlabelled data.
Such pretext tasks use regularities and connections in existing
data to design a supervisory signal. Tasks like determining
image rotation [27], [28], finding missing words in a sen-
tence [19], [20] can be stated as examples for pretext tasks
used in NLP and CV domains. The features generated from
pre-trained SSL algorithms have problem agnostic qualities
since they have not been trained with problem specific man-
ual labels [29].

Recent literature describes how bigger SSL models consist
of billions of parameters like GPT-2, GPT-3 [30]–[32] that
outperform baseline models in different NLP tasks. However,
training such models from scratch is a very computationally
expensive task. Therefore, we highlight the importance of
exploiting the pre-trained versions of publicly available SSL
models as feature extractors for multimodal raw data streams.
In our research, we use three publicly available pre-trained
SSLmodels to extract features. Previous work [13], [14] have
used SSL features extracted from BERT [20] to represent text
modality in multimodal emotion recognition. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time two or more pre-trained
SSL models are used to extract features in multimodal emo-
tion recognition.

C. SUMMARY OF SSL MODELS USED IN MULTIMODAL
FEATURE EXTRACTION
We use three pre-trained SSL models in this research. All the
model checkpoints were taken from publicly available repos-
itories. We did not fine-tune any SSL model with multimodal
emotion recognition datasets. Features for each data modality
were extracted from frozen SSL models.

1) RoBERTa
RoBERTa [19] is an extension of the BERT [20]model, which
has shown competitive results in GLUE language modelling
tasks [33]. Themain difference between RoBERTa and BERT
is the training mechanism. RoBERTa does not use the next
sentence prediction task. We use the pre-trained RoBERTa
from the open-sourced fairseq toolkit [34]. The model con-
sists of 355M parameters and has been pre-trained on large
English-language text datasets [35]. The network architecture
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is similar to BERT, which contains a 24-layer transformer
encoder. We input tokenized raw text to the model and use
the output from the final layer as the feature representation.
RoBERTa can handle large tokenized sentences with a maxi-
mum length of 512 words where each sentence is mapped to
an embedding of 1024 floating points.

2) Wav2Vec
The architecture of the Wav2vec [17] has been developed on
layers of temporal convolution, and the pretext task used for
Self Supervised Training leverages the concept of Contrastive
Predictive Coding [36]. As authors in wav2Vec suggested,
the context representation C can be used as an embedding
to represent the raw audio waveform. The authors set the size
of the embedding to 512 and the maximum audio waveform
length to 9.5 seconds. The network consisted of 35M parame-
ters and was pre-trained on 960 hours of audio taken from the
Librispeech dataset [37]. The pre-trained model checkpoint
was downloaded from the Fairseq repository [34].

3) FABNET
We used the pre-trained Fabnet [16] model to obtain embed-
dings for each frame in the video that contained the speaker’s
face. The pretext task of Fabnet is specially designed to
encourage the network to learn the facial attributes that
encodes the landmarks, pose, and emotions. Given only the
embeddings correspond to the source and target frames,
the network is asked to map the source frame to the target
frame by predicting a flow field between them, thus forcing
the network to understand the offset that should occur in the
source image pixels to obtain the target image. This proxy
task forces the network to distil the information required to
compute the flow field (e.g. the head pose and expression)
into the source and target embeddings. The source and target
frames are taken from the same face-track of a person with
the same identity but with different expressions/poses. The
network is pre-trained on two large datasets from voxceleb
datasets [38]. The embedding dimension is 256. We use this
network to obtain the representation for each video frame.

D. MULTIMODAL FEATURE FUSION MECHANISMS
A wide range of previous work uses Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN), and LSTM based DL models as fusion
mechanisms [3], [39]. Recent work has explored the effec-
tiveness of novel DL architectures like Transformers [40]
and Graph Convolution Nets [41] as fusion methods. When
comparing sequential deep learning architectures similar to
LSTM and RNN, recent work highlights both computa-
tional efficiency and effectiveness of Transformer [18] based
methods. In contrast to our work, all these methods work
with low-level features. There is prior work using BERT-
based [20] SSL features for text, while other modalities are
represented with low-level features. These works discuss
fusion mechanisms based on RNN and Self Attention mech-
anisms [13]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that a fusion mechanism is proposed when representing

all three modalities with SSL features. Since SSL features
have high dimensional embeddings, larger sequence sizes,
and different sequence lengths and embedding dimensions in
between modalities, we designed a Transformer based fusion
mechanism that is both efficient and more accurate than the
previous state-of-the-art.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present each component of our novel
fusion mechanism which is Self Supervised Embedding
Fusion Transformer (SSE-FT). First, we describe the feature
extraction process that uses pretrained SSL models. Next,
we explain the core concept behind the modification of
speech and video SSL embeddings. After that, we introduce
our cross model fusion method that builds upon the idea
of Inter-Modality-Attention (IMA). Finally, we explain the
Hadarmard computation based feature selection.

A. SELF SUPERVISED EMBEDDING EXTRACTION
As the first step, we extracted features from raw data
modalities using three pre-trained SSL models described in
Section II-C. As depicted in the Table 1, dimensions andmax-
imum training sequence lengths of SSL features vary across
eachmodality. Both pre-trainedmodels of RoBERTa [19] and
Wav2Vec [17] were accessed from Fairseq code-base [34]
and used to extract text and speech SSL features. To download
the pre-trained Fabnet model and extract features for video
modality, we referred to their publication [16]. To extract
features from videos, we cropped faces from each video
frame using Retina-Face [42] facial recognition model. Then,
we sent each frame that consist of a face through the
pre-trained Fabnet model to obtain features of the video
modality.

TABLE 1. Statistics of the embedding extracted from pre-trained SSL
models.

B. MODIFICATION OF SSL EMBEDDING
Figure 2 consists of two Transformer blocks that illustrates
the process of speech and video embedding sequence mod-
ification. Features extracted from SSL models have large
embedding size and long sequence length. We wanted to
develop a mechanism where a single embedding can rep-
resent a long embedding sequence related to a modality.
To achieve this, we modify both Wav2Vec embeddings
(A) and Fabnet embeddings (V) by prepending a trainable
vector named CLS and apply Self Attention to each embed-
ding sequence as depicted in Equation 1. The Self Atten-
tion mechanism in Equation 2 works similar to the original
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FIGURE 2. Modification of Wav2Vec and Fabnet SSL embeddings with Transformer
blocks. First, each embedding sequence for speech and text modalities are modified
by prepending unique tokens of CLSspeech and CLSvideo. Then, each of the modified
embedding sequences goes though two separate Self Attention-based Transformers
blocks.

Transformer mechanism [18]. In Equation 2, symbols Q, K,
V, and dQ refers to Query, Key, Value, and dimensionality of
Query vector, respectively.

Vembeddings
= Self Attention[prepend

(
[CLS]V ,Fabnetseq

)
]

Aembeddings
= Self Attention[prepend

(
[CLS]A,Wav2Vecseq

)
] (1)

Self Attention

= softmax

(
QKT√
dQ

)
V (2)

In our embedding sequence modification phase, we drew
inspiration from how BERT [20] or RoBERTa [19] models
represent an entire sequence using the first unique token
called CLS (stands for classification). Since the Self Atten-
tion mechanism in BERT-based models is bidirectional (past
and future), the CLS token, which is the first token of the
sequence, is encoded with all information to its right, which is
the future sequence. Therefore, the CLS token can be used as
a compressed representation to solve classification problems
like sentiment analysis. In our model, we only prepended
CLS tokens to Wav2Vec and FabNet embeddings sequences
because they do not follow a similar architecture to BERT.
Since RoBERTa is a BERT based model, we used the text
embedding sequence as it is. Having access to three CLS
tokens representing three modalities helped us efficiently
compute IMA and design a straight forward late fusion
mechanism.

C. INTER-MODALITY-ATTENTION (IMA) BASED
FUSION LAYER
Figure 3 which consists of six Transformer blocks, illustrates
the functionality of the IMA based fusion layer. The primary
purpose of the IMA fusion layer is to share relevant informa-
tion across modalities. The IMA fusion layer was designed to
embed the representation of one modality with information
gained from representations of other modalities. The IMA
layer works similarly to the Self Attention in Equation 2,
except it creates the Query (Q) vector from the CLS token
of one modality and Key (K) -Value (V) vectors from the
embedding sequence of the other modality.

The IMA fusion layer’s inputs consist of three embedding
sequences where the first token of each embeddings sequence
is the CLS token. Since the CLS token of each modality
aggregates the sequence’s information, the IMA attention is
computed between the CLS token of one modality and the
entire embedding sequence of the other modality. This way,
there are six IMA Transformer blocks, where each Trans-
former block’s Q vector is calculated from one modality’s
CLS token, and K-V vectors are calculated from another
modality’s entire embedding sequence.

D. APPLICATION OF HADARMARD PRODUCT PRIOR TO
THE PREDICTION LAYER
As the next step, we explored the possible ways of combining
them prior to the prediction layer. The concatenation of six
tokens seems to be the obvious way to combine information.
However, in our work, we further simplify the CLS tokens
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FIGURE 3. Extended view of IMA fusion layer. The fusion mechanism consists of six Inter-Modality-Attention (IMA) based Transformer blocks. Each of
the Transformer blocks enables a CLS token from one modality to attend to the entire embedding sequence of other modality and gather vital
cross-modal information. The fusion process finally outputs six CLS tokens that are enriched with inter-modality information.

before concatenation. As illustrated in Figure 1, the six CLS
embeddings can be grouped into three pairs considering their
core-modality (modality of the Q vector in the IMA com-
putation). Finally, to extract the essential information that
stems from one modality, we take the Hadamard product (�)
between CLS tokens pairs of the same Core-Modality. Equa-
tion 3 illustrates the computation of the Hadamard product
between six CLS tokens that are computed by the IMA layer
(Figure 3). Symbols v, a, and t are used to represent video,
speech (audio), and text modalities, respectively. vfinal , afinal ,
and tfinal are the three resultant vectors after computing the
Hadamard product between IMA fusion layer outputs that
belong to the same core-modality. Intuitively, the Hadamard
product is used to extract the mutual information among

the two CLS representations. Prior work [43] also has high-
lighted the effectiveness of using the Hadamard computa-
tion to enrich the information in BERT embeddings. Finally,
after the Hadamard computation, we concatenate the final
three representations and send them through a prediction
layer. We compare the use of Hadamard computation based
fusion with 6-vector concatenation in our ablation study (see
SectionVI-E) and empirically show that the proposedmethod
works better.

vfinal = [CLS]video→speech � [CLS]video→text

afinal = [CLS]speech→video � [CLS]speech→text

tfinal = [CLS]text→video � [CLS]text→speech

Finalfusion = concatenation
(
vfinal, afinal, tfinal

)
(3)
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TABLE 2. Hyperparameter tuning. Hyperparameters of SSE-FT that we use for the various tasks. The ‘‘# of Attention Blocks.’’ and ‘‘# IMA Heads’’ are for
each transformer. We performed a basic grid search for hyperparameters, such as the dropout rate, the number of transformer blocks, and attention
heads.

E. SUMMARY OF THE FUSION METHOD
In summary, our fusion method consists of three major parts.
First, we modify speech and video embedding sequences
by adding two trainable CLS embeddings and send them
through two different Self Attention based Transformers.
After the embedding modification step, we send the embed-
dings through six Transformer blocks that consist of IMA
to capture cross-modality information. Finally, we computed
the Hadamard product between CLS tokens related to the
same modality to enrich the token with the most relevant
information.We use only threemodalities in our experiments,
but this method can be easily extended when using more than
three modalities of SSL features.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
This section presents the details of the model implementation
and the experimental setup. We implemented our model with
Fairseq2 [34] a sequential data processing framework which
is built on Pytorch3 DL framework. The training was con-
ducted in distributed GPU settings using two 1080 NVIDIA
Titan GPUs. Details of the final hyperparameters are illus-
trated in the Table 2.

V. EVALUATION DATASETS
To proceed with our experiments, we used four publicly
available datasets. All these datasets consist of speech, text,
and video modalities. We compare our proposed method
with the state-of-the-art results published for each dataset,
as described in the Results Section VI. It is important to note
the variations present in the evaluation metrics used by prior
work for different datasets. Thus, to have a fair evaluation of
our model’s performance, we followed the same evaluation
procedure many prior works used [3], [4], [4], [40], which
showed the state-of-the-art results for each dataset. We used
Accuracy, F1-score, Mean Average Error, and Correlation
Coefficient as the main evaluation metrics. A summary of the
statistics of all datasets used can be found in Table 3. Both
IEMOCAP [44] and MELD [3] datasets were annotated with
common categorical emotion classes such as Happy, Sad,
Angry, Neutral, and Excitement. Both CMU-MOSI [45] and
CMU-MOSEI [4] are annotated with sentiment scores that
varies between −3 to +3. In Section VI, we further explain

2https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
3https://pytorch.org

TABLE 3. Summary of the datasets statistics. The number of training,
validation, and testing examples in different datasets that we used for
conduct experiments.

the datasets and evaluation metrics used in the evaluation
process.

VI. RESULTS
In this section, we first explain the experiments conducted to
evaluate our model’s performance on four datasets and then
present the ablation studies conducted to understand the func-
tionality of our proposed model. This work aims to design
an effective fusion mechanism when representing all input
feature modalities with SSL features. Mainly, we focused on
designing a fusion mechanism that can be easily extended
with SSL features of several modalities. We also wanted
to highlight the effectiveness of Self Supervised features in
the task of multimodal emotion recognition. For compari-
son and evaluation purposes, we mainly used MuLT [40] as
the closest multimodal fusion mechanism to our proposed
method. Although MuLT [40] uses Transformer based fusion
mechanism, their work has not focused on using SSL fea-
tures, which allows us to highlight the effectiveness of SSL
features. Our Transformer based fusion mechanism consists
of unique components such as embeddings modification with
CLS token, modality-specific CLS token-based IMA, and
Hadamard computation to extract information. These compo-
nents were explicitly introduced to work with SSL features.
At the time of writing, we did not find similar work that
specifically focuses on using high dimensional SSL features
to represent all modalities.

A. IEMOCAP EXPERIMENTS
The IEMOCAP [44] dataset contains conversation data
of 10 male and female actors collected in 5 sessions, with
each session consisting of 2 unique actors. The data is seg-
mented by utterances, where each utterance is transcribed and
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TABLE 4. Results of multimodal emotion analysis on IEMOCAP with non-aligned multimodal sequences. We report Binary Accuracy (BA) ad F1 score for
each emotion. Performances of other models are taken from the MULT [40].

TABLE 5. Results of multimodal emotion analysis on CMU-MOSEI with non-aligned multimodal sequences. We report Seven Class accuracy, BA (binary
accuracy) and F1 score (*for all the scores up to here, the higher the better), MAE (Mean-absolute Error, the lower the better), and Corr (Pearson
Correlation Coefficient, the higher the better). Performance’s of other models are taken from the MULT [40].

annotated. Labels are chosen from emotion classes of Anger,
Happy, Sad, Neutral, Excitement, Frustration, Fear, Surprise,
and others. Since the dataset is not uniformly distributed
among the classes, we followed prior work [4], [40], and only
used the four most frequent labels, which are Happy, Sad,
Anger, and Excitement.

To provide a fair evaluation, we followed prior work [4],
[40] when designing the final step of the output layer of our
model (to compute the binary accuracy for each emotion).
For each utterance, the algorithm predicts the availability of
each emotion. We split the dataset into training and testing
by taking examples from the first four sessions for training
and the last session for testing. Therefore, the training and
testing datasets have data from 8 and 2 different actors respec-
tively. This way of splitting also allows us to evaluate the
algorithm in speaker-independent settings, which is essential
for real-world scenarios. Table 4 shows the superior accuracy
and the f1 score for each emotion compared to previous work.

B. CMU-MOSEI EXPERIMENTS
For multimodal language analysis that consists of
22000 examples with each having relevant audio (speech),
video, and text input streams. The dataset is mainly used to
analyze sentiment, and the dataset is created by extracting
videos from YouTube, with three people annotating each
example to reduce the bias. Unlike annotations in other
datasets, which consist of discrete emotions, such as happy
and sad, this data set is annotated by assigning a senti-
ment score to each example that varies from −3 to +3,
where −3 corresponds to extremely negative sentiment and
+3 means extremely positive. To evaluate our model with the
CMU-MOSEI dataset, we followed the latest prior work [40],
which uses seven class accuracy and binary accuracy to
evaluate their models. Unlike a usual classification task,
here, the model is trained on predicting the sentiment score

by minimizing the mean absolute loss (L1 loss). Once the
algorithms are trained, the predicted score is rounded off to
the nearest integer in the integer set −3 to +3, which classi-
fies the data into seven classes. The binary accuracy is then
calculated using zero as the threshold for the sentiment score
(following the prior work [4], [40], label zero was removed
when evaluating the binary accuracy). Similar to previous
work [4], [40], we used labels and dataset splits provided in
the CMU-SDK [46]. Table 5 shows the performance of our
model compared to the state-of-the-art models. As the results
suggest, our model outperforms state-of-the art models on
each evaluation metric by a fair margin.

C. CMU-MOSI EXPERIMENTS
CMU-MOSI [45] multimodal sentiment analysis dataset is
similar to the CMU-MOSEI [4] dataset in all aspects, except
for the number of examples. It consists of 2200 examples
of YouTube movie reviews. Similar to MOSEI, we used the
labels and dataset splits provided in CMU-SDK. Table 6
shows the comparison of the performance of our model with
recently published work. Although the CMU-MOSI dataset
consists of fewer training examples than other datasets, our
model can still outperform prior work by a fair margin.

D. MELD EXPERIMENTS
MELD [3] dataset has more than 12000 utterances from
Friends television series. In contrast to other datasets, MELD
is a conversational dataset that has some examples with sev-
eral actors in a single utterance. Each utterance is annotated,
selecting from one of the seven emotion classes: Anger,
Disgust, Sadness, Joy, Surprise, Fear, and Neutral. To give
a fair comparison, we provide the seven class accuracy of our
model classified using a Softmax layer. Even though we used
MuLT [40] as our closest benchmark for all other datasets,
for MELD [3] dataset, we could not find the performance
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TABLE 6. Results of multimodal emotion analysis on CMU-MOSI with non-aligned multimodal sequences. We report Seven Class accuracy, Binary
Accuracy (BA), F1 score, MAE (Mean-absolute Error), and Corr (Pearson Correlation Coefficient). Performances of other models are taken from the
MULT [40].

TABLE 7. Results of multimodal emotion analysis on MELD with
non-aligned multimodal sequences. We report Seven Class weighted
accuracy and the F1 score. Performances of other models are taken from
the QIN [47].

of MuLT [40] to compare due to the unavailability of the
low-level features. Table 7 shows the comparison and superi-
ority of our model with other recent evaluations on theMELD
dataset for seven class emotion recognition accuracy.

E. ABLATION STUDIES
As depicted in Table 8, we conducted a series of ablation
studies using the CMU-MOSEI [4] dataset to understand
the influence of different components in the proposed fusion
mechanism. We selected CMU-MOSEI because it has the
highest number of training examples, compared to other
datasets. Mainly there are three types of ablation studies
described as follows:

• Ablation study on speech, text, and video input
modalities.

• Ablation study on the use of IMA layers (Pre-IMA layer)
• Ablation study on the use of Hadamard product
(Post-IMA layer)

1) UNIMODAL INPUT
As illustrated in the first part of the Table 8 (Unimodal
Transformers), we checked the impact of each input modality
on the final accuracy. In the unimodal experiments, the CLS
token extracted after the Self Attention Transformer was
taken as the final representation (only for speech and video
modalities). The unimodal results highlight the significance
of text features. Text modality gives 80.2% of binary senti-
ment accuracy and 47.7% for 7-class sentiment accuracy. The
model with only speech modality shows 67.5% and 43.8%
for binary and seven-class accuracy. Finally, the model with
only video modality shows 66.3% and 43.6% for binary and
seven-class accuracies.

It is essential to highlight that the model with only text
modality performs significantly better than other modali-
ties. A possible reason could be the power of the RoBERTa

embeddings compared to other SSL feature modalities.
We compare the results of the unimodal ablation study with
recorded MuLT [40] ablation study results that show a sim-
ilar trend. Since CMU-MOSEI dataset is collected from
real-world YouTube review videos examples, most of the
sentiment contents can be understood with the text modality.

2) DUAL-MODAL INPUTS
Next, we conducted experiments to understand the model’s
performances with dual-modal inputs. In this experiment,
we used the two CLS tokens after the IMA fusion layer as
the final representation. As illustrated in Table 8 (dual-modal
section), a model that takes text and speech as inputs gives the
best results of 54.1% of seven class sentiment accuracy and
86% binary sentiment accuracy. The model that takes speech
and video gives the lowest results of 44.18% for seven class
sentiment accuracy and 68.2% for binary sentiment accuracy.
Dual modality results also highlight the high informative
nature of text modality concerning CMU-MOSI dataset.

3) PRE-IMA LAYER
In this study, we compared the model’s performance with-
out the IMA block under the tri-modal setting. We mainly
wanted to explore the cause of the improvement by the
six IMA fusion Transformer blocks. We used three CLS
tokens extracted from three embedding sequences prior to the
IMA layer. The CLS tokens for speech and video modality
extracted after Self Attention blocks. The CLS token for text
sequence was directly extracted from RoBERTa embeddings.
Finally, we concatenated three vectors before sending them
through the prediction layer. This setting achieves an accu-
racy of 47.5% for seven class sentiment and 81.9% for binary
accuracy. When compared with the best performing model,
which gives 55.5% accuracy for seven class sentiments clas-
sification and 87.3% for binary sentiment classification, thus
highlighting the effectiveness of the proposed IMA fusion
Transformers.

4) POST-IMA LAYER
In this ablation study, we explored the effectiveness of our
proposed Hadarmad product based fusion mechanism that
comes after the IMA fusion. In our final model, we extract
CLS tokens from all six IMA Transformers. Then, we com-
puted the Hadamard product betweenCLS tokens that belong
to the same modality. In this experiment, we did not apply
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TABLE 8. Evaluation results of the ablation studies. SSE-FT ablation studies on CMU-MOSI dataset in terms of the significance of individual modalities
(Unimodal), combinations of two modalities (Dual-modal) pre-IMA fusion mechanism and psot-IMA fusion mechanism. L, A, V denote language (text),
audio (speech), and visual. The notation of (h) means higher the better and the notation of (l) means lower the better.

the Hadarmad product to the CLS tokens but concatenated all
six CLS tokens and sent it to the final prediction layer. For
this experiment, the model achieves 53.3% for seven class
sentiment accuracy and 84.6% for binary sentiment accuracy.
The comparison of results with our final model highlights
the effectiveness of the Hadamard product-based information
extraction. As the final result suggests, the use of Hadamard
computation improves both binary and seven-class sentiment
accuracy by nearly 3%while reducing the number of trainable
parameters since pure concatenation of all six vectors adds
three times more parameters to the final prediction layer.

VII. DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work that uses
SSL features to represent all three input modalities. Recent
work have only used SSL features to represent text modality
with pre-trained BERT features [48]. These work mainly use
common DL architectures like CNN and LSTM. For the first
time in the literature, we comprehensively explore the repre-
sentation of all modalities with SSL features, overcoming the
challenge of the high dimensional nature of SSL features.

SSL has become a popular research area and already shown
improvements in NLP and CV. Since the SSL paradigm can
use widely available unlabelled data, an increasing number
of pre-trained SSL models for different data streams are
being open-sourced to the research community. Usually, these
models have different architectures, and they are trained
independently with different pretext tasks. Therefore, in this
research, we highlight the importance of introducing effective
and reliable fusion mechanisms that can be used to fuse
multimodal SSL features.

Our proposed fusion mechanism mainly uses two
Self-Attention based Transformers and six IMA based Trans-
formers. The fusion mechanismwas mainly designed to work
with discrete sequences of SSL embeddings while carefully

considering differences in SSL embeddings generated from
different pre-trained architectures. Due to these reasons,
we can easily extend this proposed mechanism with more
or new SSL features extracted from different pre-trained
models. The experiments conducted with four publicly avail-
able datasets highlight the ability of SSL features to provide
better results for the task of multimodal emotion recognition.
Then, the results for ablation studies show the state-of-the-art
performance of our proposed fusion mechanism.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we focused on using pre-trained SSL models
as feature extractors to improve the task of emotion recogni-
tion. To achieve our goal, we designed a transformer-based
multimodal fusion mechanism that has the ability to per-
form well by understanding inter-modality connections.
We first evaluated our model with strong baselines from four
well-established multimodal affective datasets and demon-
strated that our method can outperform previous state-of-the-
art methods. Next, we conducted strong ablation studies to
understand the important components in our fusion mecha-
nism. It is important to have a stable and well-investigated
fusion mechanism when using SSL features as inputs the
features generated from SSL techniques are generally high
dimensional and can be considered as high-level features. The
results suggest that we can effectively use SSL features from
different pretrained models to solve the task of multimodal
emotion recognition. The use of SSL algorithms allows us to
leverage the potential within largely available unsupervised
data to tasks like emotion recognition. This method also
enables us to use already available pre-trained SSL models
that are usually very expensive to train and takes considerable
amount of training time, without re-training or training from
scratch.
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Although we only focused on speech, video, and text in
this work, we would like to explore ways to fuse SSL fea-
tures from other modalities like electroencephalogram (EEG)
data [49] in future work. With pre-trained SSL models,
we used independently trained models for each modality;
however, recent literature shows that certain SSL algorithms
can learn joint information between video and text for tasks
like video question answering [48]. Therefore, we aim to
explore such models to extract features and ways to design
SSL models that can learn joint representations between
audio (speech), video, and text in future research.
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